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Salaries and wages are at highs
• Job openings are more than the number of unemployed people; apparently, fiscal policies are still discouraging citizens to return
to work and therefore wages increase in order to attract new workers.
• Many market participants see such phenomenon as negative for equity markets, but in our opinion, labor conditions are finally
getting better, especially for the lower wages working class, which is going to spend more, therefore, supporting the economy.

Source Crescat capital
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The FED is trapped
• The current mandatory spending of the US government
consumes more than 100% of the existing tax revenues.
• All discretionary spending plus additional programs such as
infrastructure come from debt issuance. The included chart
shows the budget for 2021: the current deficit is going to
surpass USD 3 trillion and the FED needs to monetize at least
USD 1 Trillion.
• Therefore the FED is not in the position to initiate any tapering,
on the contrary, needs to continue purchasing bond.
• In addition, the Biden administration recently proposed a USD
6 trillion budget for 2022!
• Most of market participants are foreseeing hyperinflation. We
just believe, inflation will be over 2.5% for longer and this is
exactly what global central banks are looking for, in order to
reduce debt (of course in percentage to GDP not in absolute
terms).
Source: realinvestementadvice.com / zerohedge
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China
• On China’s program “common prosperity”, which is a way of the government to direct resources into rural areas and lower-income
groups aiming at reducing the country’s income inequality: the major Chinese tech giants joined the project donating over years
a portion of future profits. Alibaba for example pledged USD 15.5 billion (Rmb 100billion) over the next 5 years. Pinduoduo
pledged USD 1.5 bio to farmers’ welfare and Tencent is going to double the amount of money it’s allocating for social responsibility
programs to about USD 15 bio. We think that this is an important way for the Chinese government to keep the right social stability,
because China is among the 20% most unequal countries in the world and therefore inequality is a serious matter. In many other
countries, the biggest risk is an unrest in social stability because of the high inequality, which grew further after the pandemic and
we believe, other governments are going to implement more support for the lower class.
• Not being invested in Chinese bonds, we are not closely following the development on the China Evergrande Group or any other
major Chinese conglomerate, forced to sell assets, in order to reduce their high debt. In our weekly report at the beginning of the
year, we were explaining, that many market participants (also our best in class fund Flossbach) were increasing exposure in
Chinese bonds, having the most attractive yield, but in our opinion, the risk taken, was not rewarded (yield around 3-4%) . The
case of Evergrande Group is an example of what we were talking about. We actually prefer the risk/reward in the Vietnamese
bond market, where bonds of solid companies with stable business are yielding around 10% in local currency, which is peg to the
USD with a limited band of 1-2% since decades.
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Chinese Gen Z
• VP Bank issued an interesting research on China Gen Z consumers (born in 1995-2009), which is around 240 mio of young
people, or 17% of the Chinese population.
• Millennials (born 1980-1994) are 329 mio and generation X (born in 1965-1979) are 345mio.
• Gen Z is supposed to be the new force in consumption, having grown up in better living standards, strong family support, more
digital and finally the wealthiest group.
• According to UBS and Goldman Sachs, Gen Z is already representing about 40% of total consumption and has a clearer sense
of what they want. GS thinks that Gen Z will drive new consumption trends, with increasing spending power, different consumption
behaviors in selective categories (brands, sportswear, cosmetics, etc) vs. previous generations.
• We feel comfortable with our best in class fund Aubrey Emerging markets, which has local experts and a long term proven track
record. We have also a small initial position in the ETF EMQQ LN.
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Golden age
• Lombard Odier is launching a new fund which focuses on the golden age. Other providers like Decalia also have such themed
fund (called silver generation). We would like to highlight some interesting fundamentals:
• The generation of retirees is growing up to 3x faster than younger generations. In US, 10k baby boomers retire every single day.
• Seniors are often much wealthier than younger people, in fact in certain developed countries, are owning up to 3/4 of wealth.
• Baby boomers have both time and money to spend and are normally loyal to brands.
• As always argued, government pension plans can no longer provide the needed life standards, therefore saving for your own
pension becomes the norm. Therefore, as life expectancy continues to rise, even generous pensions may have to be
supplemented with financial planning. Wealth managers, who recognized the baby boomer opportunity early on have a
competitive advantage.
• Also seniors are more digital, therefore eHealth is going to play an important role for baby boomers.
• Baby boomers have a more active lifestyle than previous generations and are more self-caring with healthy diets, breakthrough
treatments, etc. By 2026, AI (artificial intelligence) healthcare applications could generate saving of USD 150 billion annually. For
example, robot assisted surgery is estimated to grow to a USD 49 billion industry. The medtech sector aims at developing tools
to make healthcare cheaper and more efficient.
• Women aged over 50 spend 3x more on skincare than younger women, using more and higher-priced products.
• KTS is not specifically investing in such focused funds, but has some exposure in the subject with its best in class funds like
2xidea, Alkeon, Lindsell and Flossbach.
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Seasonal headwind
• It is time again for a chart about seasonal weaknesses. The chart below from Citigroup shows a possible equity market correction
in September. Normally also October could be a weak month. According to Citigroup, September is the worst month of a year for
stocks in last 2 decades.
• We remind last week’s research, which showed that 3% corrections are possible, but the potential is more on the upside (+10%)

Source Citigroup / Flowbank
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S&P 500 Index rallies without a 5% drawdown
• The chart below shows a similar technical analysis by Mr. Dwyer (Canaccord), which we posted last week.
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• Basically the S&P 500 Index rallied 307 calendar days without a 5% pullback. Analyzing historical statistics, this is the 13 longest
rally, in fact back in 2016 the rally lasted 578 days and the S&P 500 Index gained 43.6% (nowadays we are at +38.75%). The
longest rally was 593 days from December 1957 to August 1959, were the S&P 500 rallied 54.16%

The S&P 500 Index could rally further (source Flowbank / bespoke)
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Small caps undervalued
• As explained in our last report, US small caps have the largest historical discount to large caps at the moment.
• The chart below from Bank of America shows how US small caps are going to profit more from the economic rebound, having
more exposure in the service sector.
• We are still analyzing the best entry point to buy the ETF: IWM US.

Source BoA / Flowbank
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Retail trading
• According to the magazine “The economist” based on the
statistic from Bloomberg, retailers’ trading volumes are now
over 30%.
• In 2019 approximately 59m Americans had accounts with 7 of
the largest brokers, but nowadays this figure has increased to
95m.
• Market participants would argue that, when a taxi driver knows
how to invest better than a financial advisor, it is time to sell and
if someone would add, “this time is different”, it would be even
more of an alarming sign.
• We genuinely believes, that we are in a new long term
paradigm of 0% yield environment, in which governments are
spending money, which is still not flowing in the real economy
yet and therefore equity markets are going to rally further. Of
course consolidation is needed, but markets are also supported
from strong buyback programs.
Micheal A. Gayed / The Economist
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Gaming sector fight against Apple and Google
• Everything started with the courtroom battles of Tim Sweeney, founder of “Fortnite” online-gaming (350mio monthly users)
against Apple and Google on the App Store and Google’s Play store, whereby both platforms are taking a cut of up to 30% on inapp purchases and refusing to let developers use alternative payment-processing platforms. Mr. Sweeney rightly argues, that Epic
(the private company partly owned by Tencent developer of the game Fortnite) was to turn “Fortnite” into a platform on which
independent developers could distribute their games and other forms of entertainment online and earn more of the profits
themselves, adding that with Apple taking 30% off the top, they make it hard for Epic and creators to exist in this future world.
• Meanwhile Apple and Google cut fees to 15% for smaller developers. It is important to add, that the service of App store (not
Android) helps to block virus or fraud, which is of enormous importance nowadays. In addition, the App store service helps start
up developers and apparently the set up offered, would cost more, if a start up would need to entirely develop it by itself. Of course
it is not the case of Epic nowadays, having 350mio users. Epic can definitely be a platform by itself and other gaming firms like
Roblox and Minecraft would have the size to be independent too.
• South Korea is the first country introducing a law, which forces Google and Apple to open up app store payments. Probably US
and EU are going to move in the same direction. It is difficult to evaluate the real impact on earnings going forward, but market
participants need to be aware of the risk, especially because the top 5 giants in the S&P 500 Index basically made up 50% of the
2021’s performance.
• Facebook is in a better position with the development of Oculus Quest headsets, which is definitely going to be a pillar in the
virtual reality technology and gaming. FB introduced for example the Horizon Workrooms, enabling workers to attend virtual
meetings using an avatar.
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General news
• The Japanese Index Topix is breaking out the 30 year highs of 1989, after the resignation of the Japanese premier, Mr. Yoshihide
Suga (who took over last year for Shinzo Abe). Japanese equities always had very attractive valuations vs. global ones and having
expensive valuations elsewhere, market participants are adding positions in the Japanese market. KTS is not heavily invested in
the Japanese market. We are letting most of the stock picking to our best in class funds and analyzing our in depth asset
allocation, we have a minimal exposure in Japanese equity. We are not going to change it.
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News on crypto currencies
th

• Exactly when market participants were feeling confident on the new highs of Bitcoin and other crypto currencies, on the 7 of
September crypto currencies collapsed as much as 20%, and later recovering some of their losses. Market participants are
persuaded, that the troubled launch of El Salvador adoption of bitcoin as legal lender (the government’s wallet was down shortly
after the launch), is the main reason of such flash crash. Other market participants are arguing, that it is a typical phenomenon of
“buy the rumor and sell the fact” .
• KTS is at the moment only invested in a crypto currencies arbitrage fund, which could profit from such extreme volatility. In fact
the fund could reach a +2.5% performance during the flash crash.
• As experienced traders, we also have to admit, that it is very hard to trade cryptos based on technical analysis. In the past we
were following few algorithm models, but they failed to convince in major crypto market corrections, wiping up all the profit
collected very fast and therefore not showing the needed stability to feel comfortable for a potential investment.
• Most of market participants are not believing that other countries are going to implement Bitcoin as legal lender, but we believe
that many governments are going to implement payment systems based on blockchains, with the final goal to diversify from the
central Swift payment system, which has being abused by Americans for sanctions worldwide.
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DISCLAIMER

This report has been prepared by KTS Capital Management AG (“KTS”) / VICTRIX AG (“VICTRIX”) and is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or an invitation by, or on behalf of, KTS/VICTRIX to
make any investments. Opinions and comments reflect the current view of The Investment Team of KTS/VICTRIX
and not that one of a third party. We assumes no obligation to ensure that other such publications are brought to the
attention of any recipient of this publication. Investments in the asset classes mentioned in this publication may not
be suitable for all recipients. This publication has been prepared without taking into account of the objectives,
financial situation or needs of any particular investor. Before entering into a transaction, the investor should consider
the suitability of the transaction to his individual circumstances and objectives. This publication does not constitute
investment, legal, accounting or tax advice or a representation that any investment or strategy is suitable or
appropriate for individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation for any specific
investor. We recommends that investors assess the specific financial risks as well as legal, regulatory, credit, tax and
accounting consequences with a professional advisor. The information and data herein are obtained from sources
believed to be reliable but no guarantee can be made that the information is accurate or complete.
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